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AbstratWe present the results of the bakground study in the x- and y-planes of the sintillating �ber detetor (SFD) and desribe the methodof separating the bakground into orrelated and unorrelated hits.The simulation based on these results was added to the existing PSCode. Overall simulated SFD performane is ompared to the experi-mental one.Separating Partiles and BakgroundWe begin by onsidering a \geometri window" de�ned roughly as a proje-tion of the overlap area of two ionization hodosope (IH) slabs in plane 1and plane 2 onto the x-plane of the SFD (Fig. 1). An equivalent projetionof two IH slabs in plane 3 and 4 onto the y-plane of the SFD is also onsid-ered.1 Due to multiple sattering inside and prior to the SFD the windowwidth is slightly larger than the IH overlap area and is found to be about10 SFD hannels (around 4.4 mm).21For more details on the determination of the geometrial window size see [1℄.2The geometrial window was analyzed for the old IH slab geometry, with a narrowerslab width orresponding to narrower geometrial window for plane 1 and 2 relative to 3and 4. The appliation of the same width to plane 3 and 4, therefore, represents a tighterut on the allowed SFD hits leaving the results una�eted.1
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SFDFig. 1: Geometrial window de�nition.In the �rst part of our analysis we look for a way to separate time-wiseorrelated hits from the unorrelated ones. To this end we:1. Selet events with a singly ionized pair of overlapping IH slabs in plane1 and 2 (plane 3 and 4).2. Find a geometrial window in the x-plane (y-plane) of the SFD thatorresponds to this overlap area.3. Reord the time di�erenes between all the hits inside the geometrialwindow and eah IH slab.This analysis was performed on 2001 minimum bias (V H1 �IH) data. Below(Fig. 2) we plot the time di�erenes between the x-plane and planes 1 and2 of the ionization hodosope. The mean and the standard deviation of theGaussian �ts to the graphs give us the allowed time interval for the partileto travel between the two detetors. We all SFD hits inside the interval(set to 2�) \time-orrelated" and outside { \time-unorrelated".Out of the array of time-orrelated (partile) hits we pik one, whihwe refer to as a \referene hit" (Fig. 3). (This seletion is done randomlyto avoid topologial bias.) Subsequently, an essentially inverse proedure isperformed: we look for another hit in the x-(y-)plane of the SFD, and, if oneis loated, IH slabs in the �rst (third) and the seond (forth) plane diretlyaross from it are examined. If timing in at least one of the IH slabs iswithin 2� from the mean value obtained above (time-orrelated signal) andthe ADC signal in at least one of the IH slabs is higher than 70, the SFDhit is asribed to a partile bakground. If none of the two slabs satisfy theabove onditions, the hit is identi�ed with unorrelated bakground.We are now able to plot the distanes between the referene hit and therest of the hits in the event along with the orresponding di�erenes in timeand lassify them aording to the bakground type (Fig. 4).Qualitatively the two types of bakground are quite di�erent. The un-orrelated bakground hit distane graph shows an approximately triangu-lar bakground shape pointing to a uniform hit distribution, the onlusion2
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TimeDeDx - TimeScFi, nsFig. 2: Time orrelations between x-plane of the SFD and plane 1 and 2.
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Fig. 3: Separating orrelated and unorrelated bakground.
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Uncorr. bkgnd: hit diffs: Other hit - ref. hit Particles: hit differences: Other hit - ref. hit

Uncorr. bkgnd: time diffs: Other hit - ref. hit Particles: time differences: Other hit - ref. hitFig. 4: Time and hit di�erenes for orrelated and unorrelated bakground.
Uncorr. bkgnd: TDC channels Particles: TDC channels

Uncorr. bkgnd: Hit distribution (SFD chan.) Particles: Hit distribution (SFD chan.)Fig. 5: Time and hit distributions for orrelated and unorrelated bakground.4



supported by the hit map in Fig. 5. A very sharp peak on both sides ofthe referene hit gap for both the unorrelated and orrelated events orre-sponds to a single partile rossing two SFD hannels, in addition to a ertainamount of rosstalk. The presene of orrelated partiles ontributes to abroad peak for the orrelated events.Simulating SFD Noise ResponseThe simulation takes as its input the hits orresponding to the generated par-tile traks and the TDC signals provided by the output of the peak-sensingiruit (PSC) simulation. The algorithm for the simulation is outlined inthe ow hart below (Fig. 6). The task of the bakground subroutine is tojitter the original TDC ounts and provide additional bakground hits alongwith orresponding TDC signals in the x- and y-planes of the SFD based onthe results above. The all to the bakground proedure an be turned onor o� by setting BakgroundSimuMC to True or False in the FFreadInputards (to be available in Ariane version 304 21).Below we show an example of the typial PSC output in terms of multi-pliity, hit and TDC distributions for aidental �+�� events. If the bak-ground simulation is enabled, the subroutine begins by smearing the TDCsignal based on the time jitter obtained from real data. Time jitter distribu-tion was found by onsidering an SFD hit generated by a single e+ trak inthe minimum bias (V H1�IH) run (Fig. 8). It is obtained by subtrating theSFD TDC signal from the mean signal in the vertial hodosope (taking intoaount VH's own jitter). The ation of the simulation is to simply generatea jitter value for eah hit and add it to the \unjittered" time provided bythe PSC. This time is used in the subsequent bakground simulation.The ode is designed to detet whether the input event was generatedby a single-partile or a double-partile (suh as an atomi or a Coulombpair) event. The single partile multipliity for the x- and y-plane was foundfrom the single (�+) trak minimum bias results. If a double trak event,suh as �+�� pair, is deteted, every multipliity bin exept 0, 1 and 2are multiplied by a fator of 2. Following that, the bakground multipliity(designated by M3 in Fig. 6) is generated as a result of subtration of thePSC-generated multipliity M1 from the overall multipliity M2.If M3 is less or equal to 0, the subroutine exits having exeuted onlythe time smearing. Otherwise, it proeeds to the next step of hoosingwhether the newly found hit is unorrelated or orrelated. The type of hitto be generated is determined by the probability ratio of unorrelated hits to5
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Generated Background MultiplicityFig. 7: Generated bakground multipliity.

Time jitter (sec)Fig. 8: Generated jitter in SFD timing.7



partiles (alulated from the ratio of the number of entries of both types).This ratio was determined to be roughly 3:2 for the x-plane and 3:4 forthe y-plane of the SFD based on minimum bias data. One the \hoie ismade", the subroutine produes the hit-PSC generated hit di�erene basedon the distributions in Fig. 4. If several PSC hits are present, only one hitis seleted at random.Analogous proedure is used to �nd the assoiated TDC information.Sine it is already known whether the hit omes from the orrelated orunorrelated noise, the only remaining step is to generate a relevant TDCount di�erene (based on Fig. 4), from whih the TDC ount is found.In the �nal step the generated bakground multipliity, hit hannel num-bers and the timing information are passed bak to the alling subroutine.Comparison of the simulation and experimental re-sultsBelow we ompare the results of the simulated performane of the SFD forgenerated and real data pion pair events. Real data events ame from theT1�+��-oplanarity run with no imposed uts. The generated events wereobtained from the same run, with the input �le ontaining lab momentaand time di�erenes between two pion traks. This input was run throughGEANT and, �nally, proessed by Ariane.3In Fig. 9-12 we plot multipliities, hit maps and timing for both setsof data. These plots show a good overall agreement between both types ofdata. Normalized multipliity distributions di�er only by a few perent formultipliities higher than 2 and are lose to within one perent for multi-pliities higher than 2. Some di�erenes may also be observed in the shapeof y-plane distributions and the timing. However, we �nd that the slightdeviations from the real-life SFD response does not have any adverse e�eton the quality of the trak reonstrution.In Fig. 13 we ompare relative momentum distributions for aidentalevents (-15 to -5 ns VH time di�erene) from the T1�+��-oplanarity runand the generated aidentals (input �le ontained lab momenta and timingfor the aidentals in the -15 to -5 ns time interval). Evidently, we are able toreprodue the desirable atness of the ratios of the relative momenta of theaidental pairs (exept for a slight enhanement in the low Q region of the3We used 'PrshMuFinder' subroutine to redue the muon bakground and thresholdsof 62 ADC hannels in the positive arm and 75 in the negative to redue the e+e� bak-ground. 8



y-distribution attributable, perhaps, to the di�erenes between arti�iallygenerated aidentals and real data).Inuene of the bakground on the Q reonstru-tionFinally, we used our simulation to investigate the e�et of bakground on therelative momentum reonstrution of atomi, oulomb and aidental pairs.We use generated pionium and oulomb pairs (both input �les providedby Cibr�an Santamarina) and aidental pairs (input �le ontaining lab mo-menta and time di�erenes between the two pion traks was produed fromthe aidentals in the -15 to -5 ns time interval in the T1�+��-oplanarityrun) and ompare the Q-distributions with and without bakground (withonly PSC ative) (Fig. 14-17). The ratios of the distributions are at in thelow momentum region (from -2 to 2 MeV), with bakground ontributionevident in longer tails, whih are due to mismathed trak-hit assignments.We onlude that:1. Adding bakground does not redue the eÆieny of the reonstru-tion. All the events simulated without the bakground are also reon-struted when the bakground is added.2. As is evident from the ratios of the relative momenta with and withoutbakground, relative momenta distributions are minimally distortedby the added bakground. To make the di�erene more quantitative,one an also plot the di�erenes per event between the Q's with andwithout the added bakground (Fig. 15). The deviations from thebakground-free values are all of the order of only a few tens of keV,and whih, taking into aount the omparable resolution of the SFD,are ompatible with zero.ConlusionsCorrelated and unorrelated bakground in the SFD was analyzed. The re-sults of the analysis were used in onstruting the bakground simulation forthe SFD. With the bakground simulation ative, we ompared its output(multipliity, hit map and timing) to the real data. Relative momenta reon-strution was tested on the aidentals for both types of data. The responseof the simulation was found to be in good agreement with experimental9



results. By onsidering atomi pair events with and without bakgroundwe found that the inuene of the bakground on the Q reonstrution isminimal.



Multiplicity x-plane (MC) Multiplicity y-plane (MC)

Multiplicity x-plane (Real) Multiplicity y-plane (Real)Fig. 9: Multipliities, normalized to 1 (top: Monte Carlo events, bottom: real data).
Hit Map x-plane (MC) Hit Map y-plane (MC)

Hit Map x-plane (Real) Hit Map y-plane (Real)Fig. 10: Hit maps (top: Monte Carlo events, bottom: real data).11
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TDC distribution x-plane (MC) TDC distribution y-plane (MC)

TDC distribution x-plane (Real) TDC distribution y-plane (Real)Fig. 11: TDC signals (top: Monte Carlo events, bottom: real data). Note that the realdata signals are shifted relative to the simulation due to delays in eletronis.
Time distribution x-plane (MC) (ns) Time distribution y-plane (MC) (ns)

Time distribution x-plane (Real) (ns) Time distribution y-plane (Real) (ns)Fig. 12: Timing (top: Monte Carlo events, bottom: real data).
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Ratio: Simulated/RealFig. 14: Relative momenta of atomi pairs and ratios with and without the SFD bak-ground. The ratios are at and the original number of events is preserved with thebakground on.
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